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Volume Twenty-Seven

Charge of fraud
dropped by court

"A barrel of fun" was the way to describe the CCA "Pay-Off"
party held Tuesday. Dressed for a tacky party the ladies came
attired_w all vintages and personalities. Pictured above standing
are Mary Nene Wright and Jo Westpheling and the ladies seated
are Mrs. William Smith, Mrs. Joe Mac Reed and Mrs. Jim Burke,
whose clubs were among the top winners of the $3304 in prises.
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the mare thaa SOURS Pepsi-Cola tops collected by the ladies
during the campaiga. Cub Scouts Den Mothers were,the top
winners in tits campaign. Greg and Ronnie are Cubs.
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The tentative date for the opening of the Willow Plunge Swimming Pool is Aug. 20.
Mrs. Robert Batts, chairman of
the opening day committee, met
with presidents of the local civic
organizations Monday night to
make plans for the formal opening.
The Cub Scouts will have their
annual carnival in connection
with the pool opening and activities will get underway at 1 p. m.
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Expects plans
for Ferry-Morse
building soon
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Number Twenty-Eight

Local merchants observe WFUL's seventh birthday
with seven-day sale beginning Saturday; $500 Gifts

Plans for pool opening
made at meeting Monday

The following were patients in
the local hospitals Wednesday
morning. July 9.
Jones Hospital:
Mrs. C L. Wheeler, Dresden;
Mrs. Susan Brundige, Dresden;
Mrs. James Connell and baby,
Mrs. Willie Lou Brann, J. D.
Robins, Jack Easley, Bruce HenPart of the crowd of "dressed up" ladles who attended the
derson and Ben Hainley, all of
pay-off party on Lake Street. Lady in foreground with abbervtatFulton.
ed clothing is Men Virginia Duke, "Daisy Mae" of Crutchfield.
Fulton Hospital:
Mrs. Edgar Attebery, Crutchfield; Mrs. James Holcombe, Hickman; Mrs. Nora Ray, Wingo; Mrs.
--jottings
Roy Ainley and baby, Dukedom;
Mrs. W. A. Campbell. Cayce;
Mrs. Raymond Bakes, Hickman;
Gayle Barnes, Water Va114y; Debbie Grissom, Water Valley; Luther Pickens, Water Valley; J. W.
Pillow, Cifinton; Tony Ferguson,
A race with time may be in Clinton; Mrs. Will Reed, Martin;
the offing as the City of Fulton, Mrs. R. B. Moran, Hickman;
the Illinois Central Railroad and Mamie Bellew, Crutchfield; Janice
the Ferry-Morse Seed Company Champio n, Crutchfield; Tate
seek to combine their planning to Bone, Wingo; Adolph Davidson,
get the new Ferry-Morse building Clinton; Mrs. Burnette Wilson,
downtown
were
in
If you
Ful- constructed in the Highlands in 'Clinton; Mrs. Ethel Murphy, Mrs.
ton Tuesday afternoon and heard time for late fall operation.
R. V. Putnam, Sr., John Dunn,
horns blowing and the police car
George Hardy, Mrs. Fletcher
The
City
of
Fulton
expects
siren screaming, you Were treated
Gatis, Jr., Fletcher Gatis, Jr., Mrs.
plans
and
specifications
to arrive Joe Mullins. George Woods, J.
to the grandest array of vintage
here
this
weekend so that adver- T. Travis, Mrs. Mabel Hagover,
fashions that this. town has ever
tising may begin for the work. Mrs. Warren Anderson, Mrs. Earl
seen.
the City Council was advised Williams, Ed Thompson, and Mrs.
The parade down-town was an Monday night. Grading is prac- James Biggs, all of Fulton.
Impromptu event, but it turned 3ically finished and lacks only fill
out just as big as though we had for a railroad siding to the build- Hillview Hospital:
Mrs. J. T. Rice, Fulton;
been planning it for weeks. It all ing area. Immediate plans are bestarted like this: When Mary ing made to run city water mains Mrs. John Elam, Fulton; S. A.
Nelle Wright and I were making to the area, and to construct a Waggoner, Crutchfield; James Mcplans for WFUL's "Pay-Off" party major sewer line from the area to Daniel, Fulton; Willie Speed, Fulto present the $3304 in prizes to 41 the city's sewage tanks in South ton; Mrs. Willie Cavender, Dukeparticipating women's group', in Fulton, the Council was advised dom; Mrs. Ronald Cruce, Fulton;
Mrs. Billie France, Fulton; Gardthe CCA campaign, Mary Nelle Monday.
ner Brame, Fulton; Otis Sizzle,
came up with the idea of making
Fulton; Mrs. John Allred, Fulit a tacky party. I took a dim view
ton; V: 0. Crocker, Fulton; John
BROWN WINS TV SET
of the Idea, but Mary Nelle said
W. King, Fulton; Claude Winston,
It would be fun, and I knew it
John Brown of Cayce was win- Martin; Carl N. James, Fultcp;
would, but I didn't think the
ner of the TV set given away on and Mrs. "Governor" Halley, FMContinued On Page Plea
Lake Street Saturday afternoon. ton.
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Representative Noble J. Gregory (D., Ky.) lost another round
in court Monday when Special
Judge Alex Humphrey of Louisville dismissed his suit charging
Radio Station WFUL will celebrate its seventh birthfraud in the primary election.
day on July 15 and in observance of this anniversary
Mr. Gregory, who has represented the First District 22 years, Fulton merchants are staging store-wide anniversary
filed suit following his defeat by sales lasting for seven days. At least 30 retail merchants
Frank Stubblefield, Murray drugof Fulton are planning huge bargains in their stores
gist.
Judge Humphrey ruled Mr. to help WFUL celebrates its birthday and with the barGregory did not have enough evi- gains merchantliare making up a jack-pot of gifts that
dence to support his charge of will total nearlyT$500.
fraud in Logan and Calloway,
Each participating merchant will have a registration
two of the 17 counties making up
box in his store where shoppers may deposit a registrathe First District.
L. M. T. Reed, one of Mr. Gre- tion slip in the box and be eligible to win a gift from
gory's attorneys, announced shortly after Judge Humphrey's deci- each of the stores. The big drawing will be held on
sion that the case would be ap- Lake Street on July 19. More details of the drawing will
pealed.
be announced in next week's News.
Mr. Stubblefield won the nomiRadio Station WFUL first went the stock was purchased by Mr.
nation by 432 votes but a recount on the air on July 15, 1951 owned and Mrs. Paul Westpheling, pubcut his margin to 341. In winning and operated by local stockholders lishers of the Fulton News.
the Democratic nomination, Mr. and other small outside interests.
Since assuming active manageStubblefield carried only three of The station was sold to Warren ment of the 1000-watt station the
the district's counties—Calloway, Moxley in December 1953 who new owners have completely rehis home county, Logan and operated the station until Novem- vamped the format of programMarshall.
her 1955 when the majority of ming with the concept of integrat-
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and will continue until late that
night.
Each civic organization will be
assigned a booth to manage.
The biggest event of the day
will be the beauty contest, under
direction of the Junior Woman's
Club, with Mrs. Cecil Wade as
chairman.
The Cubs will have their usual
booths for the children, and the
Cub Scout Queen Contest will
be held that day.
Plans are for the pool to be
open for swimming during the
afternoon.

Col. Isbell to
be stationed
in Alaska
Col. and Mrs. Jim Isbell and
son, who are visiting friends and
relatives in the area, will leave
soon for Anchorage, Alaska,
where Col. Isbell will be Chief of
Staff of the Alaskan Air Command.
Col. Isbell, who has been stationed with the U. S. Air Force
in Washington, D. C., expects to
be in Alaska for the next two
years.
The Isbell's son will attend a
military school in Alaska and
their teenage daughter will continue in school in San Francisco,
Calif.

For first time in history
Fulton's:on roof over City Hall
For the first lime in local history the City of Fulton now owns
the roof over its own city hall.
On Monday night the city bought
the third floor and the roof from
the local Masonic Lodge for $1,000
and now owns the entire property.
This unusual real estate transaction has its roots 'way back to
1904, when the present Fulton
city hall was built.
In 1904 the City of Fulton constructed a two-story stone building for a city hall and courtroom,
and permitted an arrangement
whereby a third floor wiEt added,
to be paid for and maintained by
the Roberts Lodge of Masons and
the Frank Carr Lodge of Odd
Fellows. The fraternal bodies also
constructed the roof and maintained it through the years as
their part of the bargain. The
third floor was made accessible
from the outside by a long series
of steps, still in use.
Three or four years ago the

Two South Fulton schools open Aug. 25
South Fulton and Rosenwald
schools at South Fulton will open
on Aug. 25, it was announced today by C. D. Parr, new superintendnit of Obion County schools.
Other schools in the county
opening on that date will be Highland, Rives, and Woodland Mills.
The majority of the schools in
the system will open for the 195859 errn on July 21. These will be
the schools which closed for a
period of time in the fall to allow
students to pick cotton.

Masons built a new building and
moved from their third-floor
quarters. The Odd Fellows Lodge
had vacated years before. The
Masons sought to sell the third
floor to someone, but were unsuccessful. The City of Fulton
didn't need it (and may have little
use for it even now), but then
there was the problem of maintaining a leaking roof, etc., to
consider. Sometimes it's kinda
tough to keep up a building when
you don't even own the roof!
But now, after 54 years, the
old stone building can grow old
gracefully. It has one owner to
plan its over-all upkeep.

ing into the local affairs of the
area it serves. With its local news
coverage of Fulton, Clinton, Hickman and other near-by areas the
station is looked upon as a public
service organization with its local
listening audience the key to its
programming.
And for the first time in the
history of the station all members of WFUL's staff are' local
citizens and property owners.
Managed by Mrs. Paul Westpheling, other members of the staff
are: J. 0. Lewis, commercial manager; Kenneth Turner, sales manager and chief engineer; Mary
Nelle Wright, program and public
relations director; Gene Gardner,
popular announcer and farm director; Kenneth Stanley and Kenneth Turner, Jr. announcers,
Glynn Ray Bradley, bookkeeper;
J. W. Richardson, gospel music
and religious program director
and Ouida Jewell, who is News
editor of WFUI.0 and the Fulton

News. Other regular staff mejnbers for special programs are
Eugenia Harris, "Genie's Jive";
Wayne Anderson, "Wandering
with Wayne," and of course the
popular 21 Questions panel with
Ella Doyle, Susan McDaniel,
Wayne Anderson and Glynn Ray
Bradley. Other live talent appears
on the programs throughout the
week.
Station Manager Jo Westpheling
said today of WFUL's seventh
birthday: "We have come a long
way in seven years, but we still
have a long way to go. Public
service is the key-note of our
operation and of course public
service breeds listeners, and listeners breed results for our advertisers. We are grateful to our
sponsors for making possible the
strides we have made to make
WFUL the area spokesman for
shopping bargains, with the sponsors doing the talking and getting
the results."

Robert G. Oliver killed when
run over by train Saturday
Robert G. Oliver, 43, of South
Fulton, a switchman and parttime yardmaster, was killed instantly when he was run over by
a freight car in the New Yards
here Saturday afternoon about
2:20.
No one saw the accident, but
It is believed that Mr. Oliver
either fell from a feight car or
stumbled in front of a car, according to I. C. officials. He had
been setting a brake on a car,
while cars were being switched.
Mr. Oliver was due to get off
from work at 3 p. m. and would
have started his vacation Sunday.
He was born Aug. 20, 1914 in
Cayce, and was the son of Mrs.
Ethel Campbell Oliver of Memphis and the late Arch Oliver. He
was a member of the Cayce
Methodist Church and the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen.
Services were held Monday afternoon at 3:30 at the Cumberlatd
Presbyterian Church. The Rev
Oakley Woodside, pastor, assisted by the Rev. Warren Pafford,
pastor of the Cayce Methodist
Church, officiated. Burial, under
direction of Whitnel Funeral
Home, was in Obion County
Memorial Gardens.

He leaves, besides his mother,
his wife, Mrs. Montez Cruce
Oliver; two daughters, Cynthia
and Monette Oliver, who lived at
home; three brothers, Earl and
Dalton Oliver, both of Akron,
Ohio, and Kenneth Oliver of
Memphis; five sisters, Mrs. Wesley Campbell of Akron, Mrs.
Chester Wade of Crutchfield, Mrs.
Frank Haskell of Los Angles,
Mrs. Milton Bennett and Miss LaNelle Oliver, both of Memphis;
three uncles, Buford and W. A.
Campbell, both of Cayce and Alfred Campbell, both of Rocky
Mountain, N. C.; two aunts, Mrs.
Edna Alexander of Crutchfield
and Mrs. Vela Hammond of Louisville; and several nieces and nephews.
Mr. Oliver was the first switchman to be killed in the local yards
since about 1960.
HAWKS PINED
B. H. Hawks of near Wingo
was fined $102.50 and his driver's
license was revoked in Fulton
Police Court Wednesday morning.
Hawks was arrested Tuesday
night by local police on a DWI
charge.

Miss Luz Navarro
speaks to Rotarians
Miss Luz Navarro, a native of
Lima, Peru who has been studying in American schools during
the past two years, was a guest
of the Fulton Rotary Club Tuesday, where she spoke at some
length on her experiences and
observations in the United States,
as well as discussing her own
country of Peru.
. Miss Navarro has attended Murray State College for the mst
year and at present is a student
In summer school there. She plans
to complete her college education
next year by returning to Murray
as a senior in home economics.
Miss Navarro was accompanied
from Murray Tuesday by Mrs. C.
S.11..owry, who introduced her to
the Club, following her introduction by program chairman Joe
Davis.

FULL-FLEDGED RED CROSS MOBILE UNIT: The Fulton
police force was recently qualified in first aid and provided aid
equipment material for use with the Police cruiser and fire
trucks in a course conducted by instructor Walter Voelpel, assisted by J. Wesley Richardson, (Above) City Red Cross chairman
Harold Wiley, Patrolman Roy Nethery and Horace Stephens,
Assistant Police Chief Hassell Williams, patrolman Stanley
Beadles. Chief Rex Ruddie and patrolman E. W. Bethel. Also
taking the course were patrolmen Carmi Page and A. E. Campbell and Fire Chief Nemo Williams, who were away on duty
when picture was taken, and Charlie Toon, an "extra" in the
Police and fire departments.

0. K. Laundry, established in 1898, is one of leading businesses
Purchase of the OK Laundry in
Fulton by the Parisian Laundry,
announced last weekend, rings
down the curtain on an illustrious
era in the life of Fulton, during
which time the Owens family and
the OK Laundry was the focal
point of activity in the community
for sixty years.
The new owners of the OK plan
to consolidate the names "OK"
and "Parisian" into a new double
name, to be announCed soon.
A pioneer in the laundry and
cleaning business in West Kentucky and Tennessee, the OK
Laundry was the subject of an
extensive article in a local paper
published 'way back in 1911. Excerpts of the article follow:
There is no enterprise that contributes more directly to the
health and comfort of the people
than that of the modern steam

laundry and one of the leading
institutions of this character is
the 0. K. Steam Laundry.
This valuable concern was established in 1898 by C. W and J. J.
Owen, brothers, who came to Fulton from Paducah.
The office and works are located on State Line street, a good
likeness of which is shown in the
Interior and exterior views accompanying this write-up. The
front of the building is of Roman
pressed brick with large plate
glass windows and doors. The
plant is operated by steam power,
and equipped with a 50 horse
power engine, and all the latest
machinery and appliances for a
first-class establishment of this
kind. Thy give,employment to
about 20 or 25 people, who are
all selected for their knowledge
and skill in their different lines of

work.
The 0, K. Steam Laundry has
built up an extensive business,
catering to the highest class of
work, and has ever, maintained
the highest standard of excellence
In every branch of laundering.
Fine hand work is made a specialty, particularly flannels and all
delicate fabrics, this laundry using
the most scrupulous and sanitary
care. Two delivery wagons are
necessary to cover the routes of
their numerous patrons throughout the city. Their trade is not
confined to Fulton, but includes
nearly all the smaller towns in
this territory.
The Owen Brothers have labored zealously to give the people of
Fulton and vicinity the best
laundry service and their efforts
have not been in vain. They keep
abreast of laundry improvements

and every facility which is devised for the betterment of the work
installed in their laundry. They
are men of rare business qualifications and are constantly adding new device s, improved
methods, doing even the smallest
things which will help toward
the advancement of their business.
The utmost scrutiny along all
lines is exercised in the conduct
of the 0. K. Steam Laundry and
we do not wonder at its phenominal success.
The Owen Brothers' French Dry
Cleaning and Santtary Pressing
work has a charm of its own
aside from a pleasing personality.
That is why work done by them
has so many admirers. The simple
reason that they "know how" to
do the work properly, and furthermore they do it, and do it

right. Those who have tried their
French Dry Cleaning and Sanitary Pressing say it cannot be
surpassed. There is not a better
equipped plant in the State or one
fitted up to do better work. It
has attained its height of excellence until today it is classed
among the leading institutions of
the South, equipped with the finest and latest improved Machinery
that money can buy for turning
out high-class work.
The Owen Brothers are among
the most' popular business men
and during their business career
here have gained a reputation
seldom equaled for enterprise,
ability and integrity. They are
both young men of families who
stand high in Fulton social circles.
The name 0. K. given this
laundry by its proprietors fits to
a dot.

•

LOCAL RED CROSS MOBILE UNIT NUMBER TWO,located
In South Fulton, includes (above, I tar) Fire Chief Neil Ctinard,
Mayor Milton Counee, Police Chief Reuben Kimbell and Nubbin
Bizzle, a member of the fire department. Night fire chief Virgil
Covington also completed course but was absent when News
photographer came around to get picture. Routh Fulton now
also carries first-aid kit and materials in pollee cruiser and
on fire trucks.
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A priceless industrial asset for us: unlimited water
supply despite a predicted national shortage
Here in the Purchase area of Western Kentucky we are surrounded on
three sides by navigable streams containing large quantities of water: the
Mississippi on the West, the Ohio on
the North, and Kentucky Lake (Tennessee River) to the East of us.
An often-unrealized other asset we
have: unlimited underground water
supply. During the last'&w years extensive tests have shown that industrial wells can be sunk just about anywhere in the Purchase and water in
endless quantity can be obtained.
The importance of this tremendous
asset to future industrial development
of the Purchase may be gained from
these excerpts of a speech last Monday:
"Water is rapidly assuming the
status of a critical resource, according
to Donald W. Glass, Cincinnati hydraulic engineer.
"This situation has been brought
about by the increased use of water
in recent years", Glass said.
He spoke at the opening Monday of
a three day school for water-plant
operators at the University of Kentucky. The school is sponsored by U.
K.'s College of Engineering and the
Division of Engineering of the Kentucky State Department of Health.
"Water is big business," the Cincinnati engineer told 135 persons registered for the school. "If you doubt
what I say let me cite you some
figures."
"In 1955, according to Glass, the
daily total use of water was 262 bil-

lion gallons, of which 17 billion gallons were used for public-water supplies and the remainder for irrigation
and industrial operations.
"The 1955 figure was approixmately six times the total quantity of
water used in 1900," the streaker declared. "It is estimated", he said,
"that by 1975 the daily total use will
climb to 453 billion gallons a day, of
which 29 billion gallons will be used
for public-water supplies.
Estimates show, Glass said, that the
United States receives daily from rain
or snow fall 4,300 billion gallons of
water. Of this, 3,000 billion gallons
are lost through evaporation with the
net supply available for use being 1,300 billion gallons.
"Since more than 260 billion gallons are presently used daily and it is
estimated that 453 billion gallons will
be used daily in 1975, it becomes evident that water is soon to become a
critical resource," the engineer said.
This is especially true, he added,
"when it is taken into consideration
that the figures show the total average supply and this supply will not
be evenly distributed."
Many areas of this country, he said,
"which now have adequate supply
will be short of water long before the
demand meets total supply."
With such prospects facing industry in the future, we submit that locations in the Purchase may be all
the more attractive as major industries seek sites where water is necessary.

SERMONETTE

The secret of divorce control
By Rev. Henry V. Sattler,
Author of "Parents, Children, And
The Facts of Life"
Mark Twain once commented:
"Through love seems the fastest of all
growths, it is really the slowest. No
man or woman knows what perfect
love is until they have been married
a quirter of a century".
TODAY, couples can't wait_ According to a survey made by a national magazine, what boys and girls today look for in marriage is: sex, pleasure, night clubs, romance, a new convertible, and breakfast in bed.
Interviews by marriage counselors
prove over and over again that such
an attidute is at the root of most
break-ups in marriage. For, trying to
find happiness in pleasure is like trying to keep a light going all night by
striking successive matches. You soon
tun •out.
OF COURSE, everyone who enters
marriage is looking for happiness.
Yet, for every five marriages there is
one divorce. And how many other
people live their married lives in a
state of "cold-war"?
A group of lawyers engaged by the
National Conference on Family Life
says: Marriage fails because of the
failure of the individuals who marry.
The real grounds for divorce lie in the
character defects of one of" both
spouses which some of us believe can
be summed up in selfishness, and lack
of consideration."
IF MARRIAGES fail because of
selfishness, what is going to make
them suceeds? Unselfishness—which
is another way of saying "love".
Love really means unselfness—
putting someone else first. A person
in love finds happiness by making the
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other person happy. He or she will
never be happier than when giving to
the other, rather than trying to get
things for oneself.
LOVE REQUIRES that one be willing to make excuses for the human
weaknesses in his partner just as he
makes excuses for himself. By realizing that he is not what he ought to be,
he'll be more willing to overlook
faults in his partner.
Saint Paul tells us, in his Letter
to the Ephesians, what the ideal of
holy love is: "Husbands, love your
wives, just as Christ also loved the
Church and delivered Himself up for
here. . . Even so ought husbands to
love their wives as their own bodies."
REAL LOVE not only demands
that one put his partner before himself. It also means always keeping
God in first place. Love Abut of order
when a couple does what will shut
God out of their lives.
This type of love does not always
come quickly or easily, as Mark
Twain observed. But it is the hope of
every marriage and is the only solution to the divorce problem. Since the
real reason for the difficulties and
tensions in marriage is invariably
found in some form of selfishness the
real solution is love, a love of_ one
another that is based on the solid
foundation of lov of God.
GENTLE WORDS
Gentle words, quiet words, are after all the most powerful words.
They are more convincing, more compelling, more prevailing.
—Washington Gladden
Good words are worth much, and
cost little.
—George Herbert
It is a kind of good deed to say well;
and yet words are no deeds.
—Sha,pespeare
I have never been hurt by anything
I didn't say.
—Calvin Coolidge
Wise sayings and garrulous talk
may fall to the ground, rather than on
the ear or heart of the hearer; but a
tender sentiment felt, or a kind word
spoken, at the right moment, is never
wasted.
—Mary Baker Eddy
Good manners and soft words have
brought many a difficult thing to
pass.
—Aesop
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"What do you mean, you don't have a matchr

FROM THE FIT ES:—

Miss Peggy Peeples of Fulton
named Mississippi River Queen
Miss Peggy Peeples, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Clayburn Peeples
of East State Line, Fulton, was
crowned "Mississippi River
Queen" at a beauty revue at the
Hickman swimming pool Saturday evening.
The lovely brunette won over
51 other candidates. She was sponsored by the Park Terrace Restaurant and Motel.
Miss Peeples, who attended
UTMB this past year, will be a
sophomore at the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, this fall.
Just recently she placed fourth in
the Tennessee Miss Universe Contest at Dyersburg.
First alternate in the Hickman
revue was Miss Carolyn Everette
of Hickman, sponsored by Yetta's
Beauty Shop, and second alternate was Miss Ann Powers of
Hickman, sponsored by the Stokes
Oil Company.
Miss Peeples received a bouquet
of red roses and was crowned by
last year's queen.
Two other Fulton girls were in
the contest. They were Miss Judy
Moore, sponsored by Radio Sta-

tion WFUL, and Miss Nancy Bushart, sponsored by Ray's Sandwich Shop.
It is hoped that the Mississippi
River Queen Contest can be a
part of the Kentucky Mi.ili Universe Contest next year.

Florida man
buys Jolly Motel
John A. nallondale of Florida,
an experienced motel operator,
has purchased the Jolly 'Motel on
the Fulton-Union City highway,
about eight miles south of here.
The purchase, announced today,
was from Duntreath Farms, Inc.,
of Detroit, owned by P. L. Grissom who makes his home in Detroit where he also has one of
the city's largest Chevrolet agensies. The purchase price was reported to be 885,000.
'Both the former and the new
owners issued statements declaring the motel will continue to be
operated as a "first-class" motel
with modern restaurant facilities
both for guests and for the general public.
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Turning Back The Clock-July 8, 1938
The Airlene Gas Company has
purchased a lot from Don and
Clyde Hill, and construction of a
plant and office is now nearing
completion, H. S. Raymond, district manager,stated this week.
Mrs. Uel Killebrew received a
broken bone in her foot Sunday
night when she fell into a hole
in the front yard of the Pearigen
home in Kevil, Ky. She and Mr.
Killebrew went to Kevil to attend
the Pearigen-Cooke wedding.
Bob Merrell, farmer, who resides near Fulton, brought an unusual apple to The News office
this week. It was twin apples—
two apples joined together—perfect siamese twins in the fruit
world. He said that he also had
twin squash.
A transient, living in a house
on the Union City-Fulton highway
near Fulton, was saved from a
fiery death early Monday morning, when Mr. and Mrs. L. L.
Moss of this city,essw the house
burning and went bock to investigate. The sleeping man was saved
in the nick of time by the warn-

ing.
Flames from gasoline, ignited
as she was cleaning a rug. Monday morning, caused Mrs. Ruby
Harper to suffer painful burns.
Tilman Cooley, mechanic at
Whiteway Service Station in
South Fulton, suffered minor injuries Monday night, when his car
crashed. into the rear of a car
parked on the Martin highway
without lights.
Sunday ngiht at 8 o'clock Miss
Pansey Pearigen, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. E. E. Pearigen, of Kevil,
became the bride of Elzie Lee
Cooke of Fulton. The ceremony
was held in the First Methodist
Church in Kevil with Rev. H. L.
Lax officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson of
Lexington. Tenn., announce the
marriage of their daughter, Hazel
Johnson, to Garland Merryman,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Merryman of this city. The ceremony
took place Sunday in Lexington
at the Baptist Church by Rev..
Fleetwood Ball. They were attended by Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Grecn of Henderson, Texas, sister
and brother-in-law of the bride.

PART OF
THE MODERN
FAMILY

around town with

Ouida Jewell
Lt. Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield
of Clinton. who has formally announced as a candidate for governor, is a former Fulton newspaperman. He owned the Fulton
Daily Leader in 1948 and 1947.
Mr. Waterfield is a former employer of mine, at Fulton and at
Clinton, and I can truthfully say
that he is a fine gentleman.
While I was employed by Mr.
Waterfield on his newspaper at
Clinton, I used to become amazed
at the patience he had with everyone that came into the office—and
there was always a stream of
visitors. They came from all walks
of life, with all kinds of problems,
and he treated them all the same.
He always took time out from
whatever he was doing to listen
to them even though it might be
press-time on press-day and we
were running late. And, in most
cases, he was always able to help.
Our neighbor. the Rev. Alfred
Maloney, pastor of 'Trinity Episcopal Church. has left for Canada
to join his family on a month's
vacation at their lake cabin. Mrs.
Maloney and the boys went up
some time ago. The Maloneys
homesteaded their lake site and
built their own cabin, where they
spend each summer. The family
is originally from Canada.
We were sorry to hear of the
death of Mrs. Earl Parker's mother, who passed awsy recently at
her home in New Orleans. Mr.
Parker was formerly I. C. trainmaster 'here and the family has
many friends in the city.
With the new sign out front at
the Fulton Hospital, maybe people
will quit mistaking our house for
the hospital. On several occasions
at night people have stopped by
our house only a few doors away
on Carr. Guess its because our
front porch light is always on.
I remember one night when a
man appeared at. the door and
insisted that I give him a shot.
Looks as though the work on
the old Bennett residence on Carr
Street is coming along fine. Dr.
R. V. Putnam purchased the home
back some time ago, and we understand that when the remodel-

ing is complete, the house will
be used as an office building.
The feature in The News last
week, mentioning the construction
of the Edgewood Cutoff of the
Illinois Central Railroad, recalled to me my early childhood.
When I was very young Daddy
was a foreman for a construction
company that built railroads over
the country, and therefore we
Jewels really got around. The first
job was at Dublin. then came
Fulton, when the cutoff was built.
From here we went down in Tennessee, then up to Ohio and next
it was Michigan.
We were accompanied on these
trips by quite a few folks in the
Fulton area. There were the Pucketts, the Cardwells, the McAlisters, the Hicks, the Byrds, and
4d lots of fun on
others. We al
)0106
we will always
these jobs,
remember them.

HOME FREEZER
Saves FOOD - TIME- MONEY
Your family enjoys
better meals—and
you prepare them
more easily—with
an electri,.. home
freezer.
A freezer cuts your
cooking and shopping time
in half. You cook food ahead,
freeze and store it. And .
1.•ou
take advantage of quantity
discounts, in-season prices.
See your electric appliance
dealer for the size that fits
your family needs.

does
OPERATING COST

Zed

The three-cent stamp and the
two-cent postal card will join the
horse and buggy mail carrier in
retirement after Aug. 1, new
postal rates which become effective that date indicate.
Janice Walker has been entered
on the "I Dare You" honor roll
by the Danforth Foundation and
awarded a copy of "I Dare You"
in recognition of her qualities of
leadership In 4-H Club work, the
Extension Service of the University of Kentucky reported this
week.
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Than A Nickol A Day
Aystope Family

Saw Floyd Dedmon the other
day and he was tellings us of a
trip to Chicago he made last week.
While there he saw an oldfashioned circus parade, the first
one eff its kind in Chicago since
back in the '30's. There were elephants and everything in the
parade, he said.
Mrs. Nelson Tripp, youth choir
director of the First Methodist
Church, is spending this week in
Kansas City, Mo., attending the
National Choristers Guild Seminar for directors of children's
choirs. From there she will go to
Fort Collins, Colo., for a week's
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Benedict, former Fultonians.
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New SPACE-SAVING
REFRIGERATORFREEZE*
for small kiechess
• Space limited? This compact, combination unit
tucks into the same space that your present refrigerator now occupies. You enjoy a two-way
convenience ... a self-defrosting refrigerator that
gives you plenty of room for fresh foods.. . and
a large freezer section that holds an ample supply
of frozen foods.
'You're money ahead with a freezer or refrigerator-freezer combinantion. Your savings are man
times the low operating cost of less than a
a day.
Lire Better
Full HOUSEPOWelt

Electrically

44u"
Pentlot
Deem living begins with Pull HOUSEPOWEIL
Modaraize your wiring system now. Start by caning
IN he•free HOGSEPOWER rating for your Immo
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Wilson dies of
injuries received
in recent accident

DEATHS
Ray Millar

Injured Wrather
Is transferred

Mrs. Maude Day

el
)f Florida,
operator,
r -motel on
highway,
h of here.
Iced today,
arms, Inc.,
3. L. Grisme in De,as one of
aalet agen!e was re-
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of Johnson Grove, Tenn.
Services were held at the fami• NEW MOPE NEWS The Fulton News, Thursday, July 10, 1958, Page 3
ly residence Sunday afternoon at
Ms. doer Walston •
9. The Rev. J. L Leggett, pastor
Gilbertsville.
of the First Methodist Church,
Miss Martha Kay Copelen
Sympathy is extended to the spent Friday night and
officiated. Burial was in Johnson
Saturday
family of Rev. E. C. Nall who with Mrs. Eva Sanders.
Grove.
Ray Miller, 501 West State Line,
passed away at his home last
Gardner's Funeral Home of
Friday dinner guests of Mr. and
Union City—Lou Wrather, owndied last Wednesday afternoon at Sharon was in charge of arrangeMonday.
Mrs. Elmoore Copelen were Mr.
The Fulton City Council has Fulton Hospital, following an exer-manager of radio station
Miss Laura Fern Haynes daugh- and Mrs. Billy Green and
Charles M. Wilson, 48, died
ments.
son, Mr. WTUC, badly
passed an ordinance authorizing tended illness.
injured in a wreck
Thursday at a Memphis hospital. ter of Mr. and Mrs. Willard and Mrs. Jimmie Green and Pam,
the annexation of the railroad
Mr. Miller was born August 2,
He was recently injured when a Haynes, left Wednesday for Colo- Bobby Elliott and Junior Martin. near here almost three weeks ago,
yards west of town plus eighty 1888, in Hickman County, the son
was transferred from Baptist hoshay elevator feell on him at hit. rado Springs, Colo, to visit her
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Byrd and pital to Kennedy Veterans' hospiacres of land in Highlands includ- of the late WInford and Elizabeth
aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Rofarm near Water Valley.
son,
from
Detroit, are visiting tal last week.
Mrs. Maude Ball Day, 66, died
ing the site of the new Ferry- Ray Miller. He was married to
Mr. Wilson was owner of the bert Byrd, and children. They
Morse Seed Company building.
Hospital officials said Mr.
Miss 011ie Holland August 29, at noon Thursday at a Memphis Water Valley Canning Co. He was plan to visit Mr. and Mrs. John Mr. and Mrs. Merchel Byrd.
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Byrd Terry, Wrather was "resting well"
The eighty acres includes the 1916. For many years, Mr. Miller hospital.
Byrd and family in Whiteriver,
today.
member
of
Water
and
a
a
Mason
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and Mrs. Doctors also said his condition apFuneral services were held at
land from the state line (High- operated the Water Valley LumAriz, for a few days.
Ella Veatch visited Mr. and Mrs. peared to be "slightly
way 45 in Highlands) to the 45 ber Company, and he has also en- 4 p. m. Saturday at Whitnel Fu- Valley Methodist Church. He
better."
Mr. and Mrs. Alvis Ferguson
By-Pass at Riceville and from the gaged in farming most of his life. neral Home with the Rev. John taught school for a number of and children have returned to Verbie Byrd and Roy Friday afMr. Wrather has been unconyears in Tennessee.
ternoon.
railroad tracks to the Carr Road. He was a member of Mt. Zion Laida officiating.
scious since the accident which
their home in Forrance, Calif. afMarie Copelen spent the week resulted in the death of
Funeral services were held at ter spending several weeks with
Survivors include three daughAt a called meeting last week Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
his wife.
end
Saturday
with
at
Water
James
m.
10:30
William
a.
ters,
Mrs.
Green.
Edith McArnis, Fulton,
the council also let the contract
her mother, Mrs. G. Roper, and
Services were held Friday af- Mrs. Louise Cantor,
Church
Methodist
with
the
Valley
Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillon and and
for the blacktopping of Hillcrest
St. Louis, and
other relatives.
A. D. Oxley, Mrs. Emily Hastand Court Drive in the Country ternoon at 3:00 at Mt. Zion, with Mrs. Amelia DaVania, Branden- Rev. Harry Williams and the Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Leap and girls visited Johnnie and Marshal ings Clark and Mrs. Paul Welker,
Rev. Joe Gardner and Rev. James burg; four sons, Myron
officiating.
Moore
Club Courts. The only bidder was
Day, Law- M. B. Proctor
Friday,
daughter,
Judy,
of
St.
Louis, Mo.
all of Jackson.
W. Knight officiating. Burial was renceburg, Ind.,
Another service was held at are visiting his sister, Mrs. Vera
Mrs. Alvie Snow, Anna Ruth,
McDade and McDade of Fulton.
Robert Day, Paw
In Wesley Cemetery. Hornbeak Paw, Mich.,
William Day, West 4 p. m. Saturday at Shackleford Jobe, and Leroy. They will also and Lee Snow spent awhile SunFuneral Home was in charge of Chicago, Ill., and
MRS. COLE DOING FINE
Max Day, Alle- Funeral Home in Selmer, Tenn. spend some time with Mr. and day morning with Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Wayne Cole, who under- arrangements.
gan, Mich.; two sistcrs, Mrs. Mary Burial was in Oak Hill Cemetery, Mrs. Mitchel Gwyn.
Pat Snow and Joe Snow. Mrs.
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
In
addition
to
his wife, sur- Underwood, East Moline, IlL,
went aurgery in the.Clinton-HickSelmer.
Snow and Anna Ruth are visiting
and
Fulton-Union City Highway
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
T.
Via and her parents,
man County Hospital last week is vivors include two daughters, Mrs. Frona Underwood, Martin,
Survivors includes the widow,
Mr. and Mrs. Hint
reported to be doing fine. Mrs. Mrs. Marcella Hancock and Mrs. Tenn.; 16 grandchildren and two Mrs. Wilma Wilson; a son, Wil- daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bone, near Jackson Chapel.
THUR-FRI., JULY 10-11
Cole, who now lives in Indiana- Martha House, both of Fulton, great-grandchildren.
liam E. Wilson, and his parents, Via and children of Indianapolis,
FIRST RUN FOR
Ind. visited their mother, Mrs.
three grandchildren, Jerry Ray
polis, is formerly of Fulton.
UNION CITY AREA
Burial was in Walnut Grove Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Wilson.
Beatrice Via, over the 4th of July.
House, Billy Joe Hancock, and Cemetery.
(Starts at 9:20)
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Young and
Weymon Hancock.
ALL AT SEA
son, Joe, Mr. and Mrs. Gilson
With Alec Guinness
Dean and sons, Michael and Edalso
win, of St. Louis, Mo. are visiting
Some 30 Methodist families will
BEAU JAMES
Jodie H. Collier died at his
their mother and grandmother, spend their vacations this sumWith Bob Hope
J. H. Owens, 80, of 810 Walnut home near Martin Saturday after
Mrs. Lorene Pressley.
mer at the first family camp ever
Street. Fulton, died at Jones Hos- an extended illness.
He was 88.
SAT
- SUN - MON - TUES.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kimble sponsored by the Memphis Conpital Friday night at 11.30, after
Mr. Collier was born in the New
JULY 12-13-14-15
and daughter of Akron, Ohio are ference of The Methodist Church.
a two weeks illness. He was a re- Home Community
southwest of
SEE IT NOW AT
The camp will be held at Montspending their vacation with her
tired Illinois Central maintainance Martin on Feb. 18,
1870. He was
gomery Bell State Park, near
REGULAR ADMISSIONS
foreman. He was a member of the
J. C.'Jake' Alderdice of Sedalia sister and aunt, Mrs. John Wilan active farmer until his health
Dickson, Tennessee, August 4-10
(Starts at 8 25)
voluntary kinson, and Mr. Wilkinson.
with
charged
First Methodist Church.
been
has
gave way. He married Miss Fannie
Highlights of the week will be BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KWAI
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vhlir and
manslaughter in a warrant isHe leaves his wife, Mrs. Lora Vaughan and seven children
were
William Holden
Lew &ewe payssastao
ll
i_a_ 4114
. Allison Owens; a daughter, Mrs. born
Graves County Court. children, Charlean, David, Char- hiking, swimming, and worship Alec Guiness,
to this union. One son pre- sued in
aad Easy Tennis
Davis Freeman of Tell City, Ind.; ceded him in death.
Judge Henry Jack Wilson issued les, Jr., and Lester, of Rockford, activities and study groups.
WED-THUR.., JULY 18-17
The camp, sponsored by the
the warrant following an affidavit Ill. spent a° few days with his parBENNETT ELECTRIC and two brothers, Porter Owens Mr. Collier was a deacon
(Starts at 8:55)
in the made by Hot Jones, county super- ents and grandparents, Mr. and conference's board of education,
of Union City and Wilma Owens
AFFAIR TO REMEMBER
will have the Rev. Harrell A.
New Home Baptist Church for a intendent-elect.
Mrs. Elmer Walston.
Cary Grant — Deborah Kerr
number of years.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Colburn, Townsend, Jackson, as its director.
Mrs. Jones' daughter, Mrs.
also
Seminar
and
study
Services were held Monday at
group
leadMr.
and
Mrs. Joe France of. St.
(Starts at 7:30)
Lynda Scholes, was killed last
ers
will
include:
Dr.
the New Home Baptist Church.
Edward
THE INDESTRUCTIBLE MAN
July 25 in an auto collision in- Louis, Mo. are visiting Mr. and Staples, Nashville; the
The Rev. J. A. Monsfield, assisted
Rev. Guy
With Lon Chaney
volving cars driven by Mr. Jones Mrs. Stanley Roper and son, Halford, Memphis;
by sons-in-law, Rev. Morris
Bill
Crump;
Roger.
Mr. Alderdice.
Prince, the Rev. Thurmond Scaggs and
The many friends of Mrs. Grace
Two civil suits filed by Jones,
and the Rev. Jessie Daniel, offiWilliams will be sorry to hear
more
totaling
damages
ask;ng
ciated. Burial was in Collier
that she re-entered the Fulton
Cemetery, under direction of W. than $200,000 are now pending in Hospital Saturday. Mrs.
Williams
W Jones Funeral Home of Mar- Graves Circuit Court and have underwent
surgery a month ago.
been set for trial on Nov. 19.
tin.
Both Jones and Alderdice were We hope she will be back home
He leaves his wife; a son, Lebon
soon.
Collier of Martin: five daughters, seriausly injured and Mrs. Scholes
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Walston of
died almost instantly in the crash.
Rodney, Mich. were Tuesday dinner guests at the home of his
rearing Aid Batteries Mrs. Jessie Daniels of Nashville, sister,
Our TV repair men are trained to
Mrs. Lee Williams, Pilot
Foulkes,
Mrs. Morris Prince of
service every standard set. Call
Oak.
Complete Line
Mrs. Coy Wright of Marus for dependable service.
For all makes of hearing aids! Tenn.,
Other r e 1 at Ives attending
tin, Mrs. Harvey Hogan of Union
Visit our Hearing' Aid Departbrought a dish, and a delicious
WagFrank
Robert
Mrs.
and
City
ment at your first opportunity.
319-31 Walnut St.
Fulton
Phone 201
goner of Brownsville, Tenn.; two meal was enjoyed. Those attending were Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Collier
Ruffie
and
J.
brothers,
B.
CITY
DRUG
CO.
Walston,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earle
Wil306 Main Street
Phone 307
Plisse 70 of Martin; 14 grandchildren and liams and Harold, Mr. and Mrs.
WS Lake Street
11 great-grandchildren.
waSsmaitwant
&The Williams, Mr. and Mrs.
Graydon Williams, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles R. Williams, Mr. and Mrs.
Roscie Williams, Wesley Williams, Ray Allen Williams, Eddie
Williams, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Barnett Shelby, Mr. and Mrs. Huey
Brewington, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Cook, Nita and Danny, Mr. and
by
Mrs. James Garrigas, James and
WILEY
HAROLD
Bonnie Nell, Mr. and Mrs. P. B.
Dobson, Mr. and Mrs. S. 0. DobManager
Telephone
Your
son, Edward'Dobson, J. W. Brewington, Audrey Foy, and Phil Foy,
Mrs. Edna Waggner and son,
Robert.

Ferry-Morse site
railroad yards
annexed by city

fancy Busiy's Sand-

STARLITE.
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J. R. Owens

Jodie H. Collier

Family camp to be
held at Dickson

Sedalia man is
charged with
manslaughter

when your TV
needs a friend...

FOR A BETTER DEAL
On A Better Appliance

Call Us For The Finest
In Television Service

SEE tIutpøinf

JULY CLEARANCE
SALE

NO! We haven't lost our lease -- not liquidating the stock of some
bankrupt store -- not going out of business -- JUST MERELY HAYING A GOOD OLD FASHIONED CLEARANCE SALE!
yini might think we were doing one of the above
when you mar& prices We have on nationally known brands of up
to date home furnishings.
To clear our stock and be ready to receive large shipments of
home furnishings we bought at the June Market in Chicago we are
offering our regular stock of home furnishings at savings to you of
from 10 to 50%. NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE on good, nationally
known home furnishings.
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COME IN AND SEE FOR YOURSELF

gera-

Free Delivery

Easy Terns

WE OWN OUR ACCOUNTS — YOU PAY US
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Bennett Electric and Furniture Co.

Roper Television
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RHODES-BURFORD Co.
MAYFIELD ---- PHONE 161

Telephone
Talk,

•ROCK SPRINGS
Mrs. Nettie Lou Copelen 0
Mr. and Mrs. Verlie Byrd and
Roy spent Tuesday with Mrs. Ella
Veatch and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green,
James William and Mrs. Wilbur
were Sunday visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. A. E. Green.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnie Brown
spent the weekend with relatives
in Indiana.
Mrs. Ruth Veatch and Brenda
are visiting her parents, near
Nashville.
Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore,
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Yates, Misses
Ina Bellew and Narie Moore,
spent the weekend sight seeing in
the Eastern part of Kentucky.
Mrs. Carl Bell is visiting her
son, N. A. Strater, and family in

MAKE
OUR STORE
YOUR
HEADQUARTERS
F OR

1,p:co\ S'‘

Nite4AS

et
"
Fir:
11.'i• -7;1
Stop in anytime...
meet your friends hers
—you're welcome at
all times. Ask to se*
and try the latest model CONN instrument
of four choice. No obligation. Ask about
our easy purchase plan
with RENTAL privilege.

Just recently, I read an article being distributed
by the Telephone Company. As you know my cornpany is very safety conscious, something that is
taught us the day we go to work and is constantly
before us both on and off the job. If this article will
make only one driver stop and think I will have
accomplished something.
"Dear Driver:
"A few weeks ago, I saw a little girl struck by a
car as she tried to cross the street. I saw a father
race toward her and hold her to him as she struggled in the agony of death. I saw all the plans that
had been made for her dashed and I saw the look
of despair that came over his face. I could only offer
a prayer that such a thing might never happen
again.
"Today, my daughter, who is ten years old, started off to school. Her springer spaniel, whose name
is Mike, watched her leave and whined his belief
in the folly of education.
"Tonight we talked about school. She told me
about the girl who sits in front of her, a girl with
yellow curls, and about the boy across the aisle who
makes faces; about the teacher who has eyes in the
back of her head; about things in the school yard
and the big girl who does not believe Santa Claus.
"We talked about a lot of things—tremendously
vital and unimportant things.
"Now as this is written, she is sound asleep with
her doll "Linda" in her arms.
"When her doll gets broken or her finger gets
cut or her head gets bumped, I can fix them. But
when she starts across the street then Mr. Driver,
she is in your hands.
"Much as I wish I could, it is not possible -fOr4rtie
to be with her all the time. I have to work to pay
for her home, her clothes, her education.
"So, Mr. Driver, please help me to look out for
her. Please drive carefully. Please drive slowly past
schools and at intersections. And please remember
that sometimes children run from behind parked
cars.
"Please don't run over my little girl.
"With deepest thanks for whatever you can do
for her, I am
Very sincerely yours,
(Signed) Father"

”s'aiett

Miss Mildred Russell of Fulton
becomes bride of Harry M.Lydick
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Diary of Doin's

Mist Mildred Russell of Fulton
became the bride of Harry M.
Lydick of Memphis on Saturday,
July 5, in Memphis..The wedding
took place in the chapel of the
LaBell Baptist Church, with the
Rev. D. M. Renick .-sefficiding at
the double-ring ceremony.

We had a very nice chat with Mrs. F. K. Cunningham
of Washington, D. C. Monday. The charming lady, who
is a native of Crutchfield, is returning to Washington
this week, after spending several weeks with Ben F.
Moore and family of Crutchfield.
The bride was lovely in &White
Mrs. Cunningham went to Washington to work on linen suit, with white accessories
July 1, 1909, and has remained there since. The position and an orchid corsage. She was
in marriage by her brother,
she held until her retirement on disability in 1941, was given
Thomas W. Russell.
that of supervisor of the auditing section of the Postal Miss Ruby O'Dell, the brideskccounts Department.
maid, wore a white and gold flock,
Mrs. Cunningham, who in 1929 traveled through 27 with white accessories.
foreign countries, may decide to attend the Brussells Best man was Donald O'Dell.
World Fair, when she returns home.
The Nell Hardy W. M. U. of
Crutchfield Baptist Church met
Thursday night, July 3, at the
church for its regular meeting.
The president, Mrs. Lewis Patrick,
presided over a brief business
session.
New officers for the coming
year were elected. The program,
"An Ancient Door", was presented
by Mrs. Lloyd Henderson and
Mrs. J. E. Sadler. Those taking
part were Mrs. Macon Shelton,
Miss Marie Moore, Mrs. Ira Henderson and Mrs. Ira Sadler.
Mrs. Corkie Hill was honored
with a pink and blue shower. She
received many nice gifts.
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses, Mrs. Lloyd Henderson and Mrs. J. E. Sadler, to 12
members and nine visitors.
Members of the Fulton Country
Club and their guests enjoyed a
dance at the club house on Friday evening, July 4. Golf tournaments were played during the
day.
Bob White and Lucile Adams
were the low net winners in the
Fourth of July Men and Women's
Handicap tournaments held at the
Fulton Country Club. White had
a net score of 67 in the 18-hole
men's meet. Mrs. Adams scored a
net of 37 for low in the women's
tourney, which was nine hales.
'fled with Mrs. Adams for first
place were Carolyn Hales and
Sara Campbell. Mrs. Adams won
the draw, and received the prize.

Wanda Lee Smith becomes bride
of Harold "Slim" Weldon Monday

cation trip to Florida.

Mrs. Joseph K,aleth has moved
to Fulton from Round Lake, Hi.
She recently purchased the 011ie
Penigar home at 412 College
Miss Wanda Lee Smith, daughStreet. The Penigars have purchased the Noles home at the ter of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Smith
of Fulton, became the bride of
Hickman Y.
Harold "Slim" Weldon, son of
Robert Jackson, linotype oper- Mrs. Charles Hornsby of South
ator at the News, is on vacation Fulton, and the late Hobert Weldon, Monday afternoon, July 7.
this week.
The wedding ceremony was perMrs. George Crafton has as her
formed at 2:30, in the parlor of
visitors, hr daughter, Mozelle,
the First Baptist Church, with the
and family from Chattanooga.
Rev. Oakley Woodside, pastor of
Cornell Rowland spent_ the the CtImberland Presbyterian
weekend in Selmer, Tenn, with Church, officiating at the singlering ceremony.
his parents.
Attendants were Miss Martha
Mrs. Sonny Puckett and daugh- Jane Weeks of South Fulton and
ter, Dana, Miss Mary Kate Pe- James Windsor of South Fulton
witt and Mrs. Hugh Rushton at- and Murray State College.
tended the beauty revue at HickThe bride was lovely in a twoman Saturday night. '
piece blue frock, with white acMr. and Mrs. Clifton Hamlett cessories. Her corsage was of
of Jackson visited in Fulton Sun- white carnations.
day.
Miss Weeks was dressed in blue
with white accessories, and a pink
The Annie Armstrong Circle of
the First Baptist Church had its
regular monthly meeting Monday ed home after a vacation trip to
night at the home of Mrs. Jack New York City.
Helms in East Fulton. A picnic
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Adams and
was planned for 6:30 at the City
Park, but due to the rain, the children will leave Saturday for
meal was served at the Helms a 10-day vacation trip to Detroit
and Canada, and other northern
home.
points.
There were 11 members, one
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Phipps of
new member, Mrs. Frances Jones,
and two visitors, Joyce Owens Bloomfield, N. J., former Fulton
residents, visited friends in the
and Bonnie Helms,.present.
city Tuesday. The Phipps couple

Mrs.,Pete Green, president, preMr. and Mrs. J. B. Nanney of
Route 3. Martin, entertained their sided over the business session.
The next meeting will be with
famiy recently. All children were
Mrs. Dorothy Parton at her home.
able to enjoy this reunion.
Those present were Mr. and
Miss Ann Bennett has returnMrs. Pat K. Nanney and family of
NanPaul
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Martin;
ney and daughter of Rt. 3, Martin; Lt. Col. and Mrs. David Y.
Nanney and family, en route from
Colorado Springs, Colo., to Ankara, Turkey; Mr. Minard Nanney
from Detroit, Mich.; Mrs. Elwood
Miller and daughters from Akron,
Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. Mike Nanney
and family from Rt. 3, Martin;
and Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Connor
and family from Fulton.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
W. B. Williams of Latham, Tenn.,
who celebrated their Golden
Wedding Anniversary Saturday,
July 5. Open house was held from
2 to 5 p. m., and a large group
of friends and relatives called
during the afternoon.
•
Mrs. Eula Hamlett of Paducah
visited with friends in Fulton
over the holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simons of
Chattanooga arrived in Fulton
Friday morning to spend the holidays with her parents. Mr.
Simons returned to Chattanooga
Sunday, but Mrs. Simons will remain here until this weekend. She
is the former June Coplen of this
city and was formerly employed
as bookkeeper at the Fulton
County News.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hamlett
and two children of El Paso,
Texas have been visiting relatives
in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hamlett of
Washington, D. C. arrived Saturday in Fulton for a visit with relatives.
Miss Madelyn Crowley of
Slaughters, Ky., spent the holidays in Fulton visiting Miss Roma
Satterfield. The two girls attended Murray State College and played at the Summer Theatre at
Ky. Dam Village together.
Mrs. Mary Ellen Ashby spent
the weekend in St. Louis visiting
her daughter and family. Mrs.
Ashby and Miss Tommy Nell
Gates returned last week from
week's.vacation in Gulfport and
Bolixi, Miss.
Mrs. Lynn Alexander and
daughter from Florida is spending 10 days in Fulton with relatives and friends.
Mrs. Mildred Ethridge of Memphis is visiting here with her father, Mr. Knighton, who is quite ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Black spent
the weekend in Memphis visiting
his daughter and family.
Walter Jewell and son, Elbert,
of Alton, HI., spent July 4, in Fulton visiting his brother, Leland
Jewell, and family.
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Bruce and
two nieces left Monday for a va-

Following the wedding a reception was held at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Fayne Lydick. The
couple left immediately on their
wedding trip to Florida and the
Gull Coast. They will make their
home at 401 Sullivan Driim, Memphis, Tenn.
Others attending the wedding
and reception were tbe parents
of the groom, Mr. and Mrs. Fayne
Lydick, Mrs. George Lydick and
family, Donald Lydick, Buddy
Shepherd, Wilma Russell, sister
of the bride, Mr and Mrs. Thomas
W. Russell and family, and Mr.
and Mrs, Joseph E. LaFave of
Wisconsin.

is on vacation and they are visiting relatives in Paducah. They
moved from Fulton in January,
1943. Mr. Phipps was president of
the Young Men's Business Club
back when it was first organized.

carnation corsage.
Members of the immediate families and close friends attended
the wedding ceremony.
Mrs. Weldon attended Fulton
High School and is employed as
cashier at the Orpheum Theatre

She is a member of the Riceville
Baptist Church.
Mr. Weldon attended Fulton
High School and is employed as
manager of the Orpheum Theatre.
He is a member of Robert Lodge
No. 172, F&AM, and a former
member of the Lions Club. He is
also a member of the First Baptist Church,
Mr. and Mrs Weldon have rented an apartment at 205 Eddings
Street.

- Bell-Henry
vows exchanged
Miss Mildred Odean Bell of
Union City became the bride of
Don Henry, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Henry of South Fulton, Saturday, June 28.
The wedding ceremony was
performed at 2 p. m. at the Cumberland Presbyterian parsonage
here by the Rev. Oakley Woodside.
FATHER-CHILD DAY

Engagement of Miss Nancy Peeples
to Jeff Lester is announced here
Mr. and Mrs. Clay burn L.
Peeples of 717 East State Line,
Fulton. Kentucky, announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Miss Nancy Sue Peeples to
Thomas Jefferson Lester, son of
Mr and Mrs. William W. Lester
of Fulton.
The wedding will be solmnized
at 4:00 p. m. on August 10th at
the First Methodist Church in
Fulton, Kentucky.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Peeples and Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Buchanan, all of Fulton.
She was graduated from South
Fulton High School and attended
the University of Tennessee, Martin Branch, where she was a member of the Delta Phi Delta Dorm
Sorority and a member of the
Vanguard Theater group. While
there she was featured in the col-

Father-child day will be observed by Fulton Rotarians at their
regular meeting next Tuesday,
with each Rotarian expected to
bring a young guest. A special
program has been planned, with
Harvey Caldwell in charge

Mr. az
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First M
Rev. Jos
The bt
lace ove
were of
purple c
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seed pea

The public is cordially invited
to attend the wedding.

HA

White elephants or wanderoos?
Advertise them in The News.
Sell Jack and Jill your gillaroos.
Advertise them in The News.

B-I-G DOU13LE

PROGRAM 1
ULTON, FEATURE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

1:11r:

im

SPACE
CHILDREN;
MEL 4.4

JULY
CLEARANCE SALE

THE

- DRESSES -

Also- Donald's Dog Laundry and Comedy !

SUNDAY-MONDAY -TUESDAY

1.14-11E5 SEWART
KIM NOVAK
IN ALFRED tiritHCEICI(S

'VERTIGO'

CLARICE SHOP
_
Phone 265
300 Main Street
CASH
FINAL
NO REFUNDS
ALL SALES

....
Eti imusatilimitilmw.tAw
.
:$11 4

Ao- News-Gonzales Tamales & Color Parade!

GRAND OPENING

M & W APPLIANCES,215 MAIN STREET
YOUR RCA VICTOR TELEVISION AND RCA WHIRLPOOL APPLIANCES DEALER
Garland Merryman and Cecil Wade, owners
Formerly H & M TV and Wade TV

THURSDAY --- FRIDAY --- SATURDAY
Open Until 8 P.'14. Each Night - Be Sure and Register For The Following Prizes
Refrigerator
Dishes
First 35
Customers Each
Morning

$129.95 $69.95
Hi-Fl Record
Player

Lionel Electric
Train

29.95
RADIO

$19.95
Umbrella
Tables

Assorted
Record
JIM

Albums

GIGANTIC STOCK REDUCTION SALE
When we combined our inventories, we found we were overstocked. In conjunction with our opening, we are
making the following reduction to clear our floor.
ENTIRE STOCK
of HI-Fl

RCA VICTOR
TELEVISION

& RECORD PLAYERS

25% Redndion

FREE Antenna with
every Model

RCA Whirlpool

RCA Whirlpool

RCA Whirlpool

12 Cu. Ft.
Self-Defrosting
Refrigerator

Matching Washer and
Dryer

12 Cu. Ft.
REFRIGERATOR

(Only One)

$299.95 with trade

$369.95

$199.95 with trade

$89.95

RECORDS
REG.
98c
$1.29 Album
$3.98 Album

SALE
69c
89c
$2.89

Paul
winner c
the loca
fternool
ten the
of St.
boat's su
$1,100. B
sale of ti
to pay of
purchase
Memoria

NOTE]
Cont

Paramount Prase*

39.95-Now
29.95
35.00-Now
25.00
29.95-Now
22.95
24.95-Now
18.95
22.95, 19.95 & 18.95-Now
14.95
17.95, 16.95-Now
13.95
15.95 & 14.95-Now
11.95
12.95-Now
10.95
10.95-Now
8.95
ONE RACK OF DRESSES
2.95 to 5.95
A FEW COATS AND SUITS LEFT AT 12 PRICE
Also Skirts. Blouses, Gowns and Slips Reduced
SPRING AND SUMMER HATS
3.00 & 5.00

of

lege yearbook as one of the five
Shield Beauties.
The bridegroom-elect Is the
grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs.
B. S. Lester of Oakland, Mississippi and Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Commer of Pope, Mississippi.
He was graduated from Fulton
High School, where he lettered in
three varsity sports. He received
his B. S. degree in Biology and
Physical Education from Murray
State College. He is a member of
the Delta Alpha Local Fraternity,
soon to be affiliated with Sigma
Chi National Fraternity.

•

F

The F

RCA Whirlpool

RCA Whirlpool

1 H. P. Air Conditioner
with Thermostat
In Crate

40- Electric Range
Single Oven

$169:95

$199.95 with trade

Wringer
WASHER

One Used 21"

CONSOLE TV
$59.95
(You Don't Want
This One)

ASSORTED PRIZES FOR CHILDREN
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Miss Nancy Wood becomes bride
of Robert Clem Atwill of Cayce

pf the five

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Wood are
today announcing the marriage of
their oldest daughter, Nancy, to
Robert Clem Atwill, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Clem Atwill, Cayce, Ky.
The wedding was solemnized
Sunday, June 29, at 2 p. m. at the
First Methodist Church by the
Rev. Joseph L. Leggett.
The bride was lovely in a white
lace over taffeta. Her accessories
were of white and she carried a
purple orchid on a white Bible.
Her only jewelry was a string of
seed pearls.
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As we said goodbye to the girls
we had a feeling of real sadness
that we would not be seeing so
many of them personally, but we
hcid a warmer feeling to know
that perhaps as long as all of them
live they'll be loyal and steady
listeners to WFUL. Our 13-week
campaign was habit forming and
we know that more than MOO
families were added to our wide
and loyal listening audience.

CCA was a grand success. It
was worth all the work we put
into it. . . and how can we ever
row to see if they would put up thank
our sponsors for making it
the public. address system on the possible.
band stand . . bless them, they
I.
had it up when we got there in
no time at all. I called Chief Rex
Ruddle for a police escort and
before I put down the phone there
was Rex and Carmi Page ready to
help and getting a big boot out of
those fantastic costumes.

ICASNOW WINS BOAT

vanderoos?
News.

.r gillaroos.
• News.

Miss -Jane Fortner was the
bride's only attendant Her dress
was a blue summer cotton with
white accessories.
Mr. Ralph Adams of Cayce,served as best man.
The bride was a member of the
1957 graduating class of Fulton
High School.
The groom is a graduate of
Cayce High Schooljband has served two years in the U. S. Army.
After a short wedding trip the
couple will reside in Fulton.

audience.
After the parade we went back
to the Pepsi-Cola plant where the
girls enjoyed Pepsi-Cola and ice
cream donated by Charlie Reams
and the good folks at the Pure
Milk Company.

Paul Kasnow of Fulton was
winner of the boat given away by
the local Jaycees late Saturday
afternoon. Mr. Kasnow had written the name of his young niece
of St. Louis on the ticket. The
boat's wholesale price tvas over
$1,100. Money received from the
sale of tickets on the boat will go
The cars formed a real parade
to pay off the scoreboard recently
purchased by the Jaycees for down-town and a funny thing
happened. Some travelling tourMemorial Stadium.
ists got in the entourage and
couldn't get out . . when we
NOTEBOOK—
Continued from Page One • finally stopped on Lake Street the
tourists apparently got wind of
ladies wanted to "dress-up" for what was going on and they yelled as they passed by: "Say what
the occasion.
club are we in."
was
I
Was I wrong. . . brother
Anyway we got down-town and
that.
a crowd gathered in no time at
We had planned to have the all. We presented the prizes and
party at the City Park, but early the gals paraded before the audiTuesday the weather was mighty ence and they loved it. They
brought some big laughs from the
threatening, so I called our good
friend Charlie Reams at PepsiCola to ask if we could have the
party in the back of his beautiful
new plant As usual he was cooperative and delighted to have
the gals. At a little before two
o'clock we arrived at the plant
. . . Mary Nelle dressed in full
evening wear, with Chinese tabis
on her feet, and loaded down with
necklaces and jewelry. He hat was
.ugh,
loaded with day lilies
what a get up for two o'clock in
the afternoon.

Nowadays, when every gooey counts, it's more important thee ever to count on Air.P w stretck
your food money You see, AfsP keeps prices as low as possible on the mare items you buy
in additioe to speciake. And when you think of the number of foods you use
in • week
for your twenty-one meals • week, you'll see that A&P's many low prices add up to • nice
savings for you. Besides, ?LILY quality is guaranteed to please, or motley beck. So, ask yourself
"la tiebell like these, can I afford nor to asap at AlkP/'" Minions of housewives wive w•
their &newer by shoppers, at AhP/

Sup,r-R,yht O ua l,t y M. at,
AS ADVERTISED
ONE PRICE
Y u u M u st B. Stttotf It•ci
y tNa y 1
E
Ir

ORPHEUM

SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEEF

Friday-Saturday-Sunday
JULY 11-12-13
DIM= CIZAT 4
WPM 11/ ALL ME
1\tlt111..net

1'1Eit
1)
,-VN
1)

•,

CHUCK ROAST..ib.39c
New Pack
Oven-Ready

Turkeys
Canned Hams
Bacon

IT

$,
1
l)l
/;1

1

awa

1

'aradol

mos

-S4-0"1-RiGHT-

DAYS 14

Can
lb

PULL
POUND
PACKAGE

,
Ar
1

I,
the Vidc‘°

.

ar

•

*y,.•- i 'eft
•prif

48

Regular
or King Size

ALL MEAT

SKIN!LESS FRANKS

I .I

MICHAR TODD'S

JANE PARSER

SLICED

Frankfurter Rolls

52 Best Picture Awards
and World-Wide Honors

SUNDAY Features — 261 — 500 — SAO p. rn.

29

JANE PARKER ICED & SPICED

FEATURING 44 TOP STARS — — —
SCHEDULE — Matinees — Monday—thru—Fridey 2:1111 p.
Evenings — 7:15 p. m. — First two hours Repeated
SATURDAY Features — 12:110 — 2:00 —6:11 — 9:00 p. m.

59'

-

PK G OS
12

So within ten minutes we called Foad Homra and Robert Bur-

8 To 12 Lb.)
Whole Or
Portion
Whole 390
Lb.
5-Lb.
Sox
Ocean.
1.39
V

Lb 79°

Lb.29°

ANN PAGE PURE

The World's Most Honored Show

Anyway we started receiving
our guests and really their costumes were so hilarious it was
Mary Pelle who said: "Jo we
ought to take them on Lake
Street." I took a dim view of that
too, because I thought the ladies
would be embarrassed to be seen
down-town in their costumes of
every vintage and style. They
weren't, they just got right in the
mood.

Super Right
C Fully Cooked
"'Semi-Boneless

49 Ham
9Lb.
6" Frying Chickens
ST Ocean Perch=(
Lb.

IT'S NATIONAL HOT DOG MONTH'

14 DAYS — July 11—Thro 24

As usual I was rushed so I dashed inside and the only thing I
could find hurriedly was Mary
Jo's cow-boy outfit and her raincoat that she wore when she was
five. To say they didn't fit me
is a slight understatement. I too
put on Mary Jo's old hat . . . and
I looked old hat too.

10 To 14
Lb.

Soper Right

WALDRON — UNION CTIT

y 11

.

SPANISH BAR
CAKE( te,gc) Ea. 290
JANE
ng

BLACKBERRY
PRESERVES

2 JL:i 55'

10c OFF
DEAL

•25c
Cans J
Green BeansItaZ 2 16-0a.
Sig 52 in..
Oz. Can L7G
Pork & Beans
Gt.
Jar 4,9c
Salad Dressing
J
Bag
Lb.13c
GumCandies="
16-0z.
Cherries 11 :7tV"'
V•.2 Cane 39c
9-02.
Pkg. 10c
Pie Crust Mix7minut.
16-01Gr.fruit Sections -A.P 2 Cans 35c
22-oz.
Jar 39c
Sweet Pickles
1-Lb.
2 Ctns. 37c
Margarine Nutley
Lb.
4 Can
1
3/
99c
ChickenW hots
%,
Yukon/ Plus
Bete.L7G
Bot Dep.
Beverages
2-Quart
1a. 69c
)
Pitcher PasteLid
J

PARKER

Condensed Statement of Condition

Food Ring :97

JANE PARKER

FULTON BANK

Apricot Pie

Fulton, Ky. at the Close of Business, Monday, June 23, 1958
RESOURCES

Ac5

Cantaloupes

I'
'
Only

JANE PARKER DUTCH

Apple Pie

CALIFORNIA

Special A90
Only mt

Rig

JANE PARKER

541,732.11

Cash and Due From Baas
United States Government Securities

1,109,719.00
116,761.29

Municipal Bonds
Other Bonds & Securities

100,000.00
898,790.86

Loans and Discounts _
Bank Premises

27,297.47
17,393.70

Furniture and Fixtures

P-0

Special

39°

1,421.25

Other Assets

2,813,115.68

TOTAL RESOURCES

Reg. 490

Danish Nut Ringoniy

394

JANE PARKER

3 1"
For

4 Lb..49c
Peaches;_rIens.Ludtp".1
Tomatoes Hit House (Paney)... 1-13- 39c
Calif.
Lb. 39c
•
Large
Bing Cherries
Yellow Onions u.s. No.,..3 4,39c
Bunch 10C
Beets IF4roer le Grown

4
/
94/.....::=T-01
-401
.w/c•52
-,2 way 59
_ _ •=e
Giant Jelly Roll'
DOMESTIC
L CC
Brea•
WPJ
lb.
Cheese
Swiss
151.
d
Rye
Palmoiive,..2 B.R" 21° 15° Fab
2 21.5 Oz. A30
,
1
67° Ajax..Clnser
vel
JANE PARKER

Reg
Plain 21e

1$°s,
Loaf
Bath

Giant
Lg.
77c
Pkg....,

Detergent

‘f

f

I Liquid
Detergent

3c Off
Deal

no

Cans

LIABILITIES
Capital Stock

50,000.00

COLORADO BROWN

Surplus

50,000.00

STONEWARE

Undivided Profits

72,498.67

ITS

FREE 2 MELMAC TUMBLERS
A&P FOOD STORE

OVEN-PROOF

Coupon Good At Any AP Food Store
THRU WED- JULY 16TH

ITEMS FEATURED THIS WEEK

2,624,911.83

Deposits
Officers Checks _
Dividend Declared, Not Yet Payable

6,929.08

Reserves

6,276.10

Vegetable

2,500.00
$

TOTAL LIAcLMES

2,813,115.68

F. D. L C.

When you purchase one 13-Pd. Place Setting of

Bowl

Melmac Dinnerware ::,; $1.98 ea.
CREAMER
& SUGAR

MEMBER

2 Melmac Tumblers
Free With This Coupon

Divided

YOUR
ONLY 77 PA.
CHOICE
still evallable--mIxIng bowls, eases.
rote set, duteh oven, eookle Jar, bean
gat, salad wok set at 4 salad how*
I cup care*, foot if 4 *off•• must, set
if 3 lower steins amid Welter.

Will the purchase OE one
Coupon has it. sash value—Give to shocker
6 Piece Place Setting of
before she otleeas your order.
Melmae Dinnerware at rag•
alar price anti thls racoon
PRICES IN THIS AD IIPTECTIVII TNRU SA'S, JULY 12

THE
GREAT

ATLANTIC &PACIFIC TEA
FOOD RETAILERS SINCE 1859
ab
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Fars News, Ilootings, Denis
(Bea note: the follotoiny information, supplied THE NEWS
bpi the USDA, ASC, nearby County Agents and agricultural
alleviates wal be of special interest to Progressive farmers in the
Ken-Tenn area):

fore signing, however, they are
urgd to review the report carefully, to be sure that it is accurate and includes all the acreages."
DOOM

CONSERVATION RESERVE
PROGRAM NOW BEING
SET UP FOR NEXT YEAR

"
eige

the tobacco industry for many
Brame recovering
years, and now is the chief of the
from gun wound
grading service of the U. S. DeGardner Brame, who was accipartment of Agriculture.
The other Calloway Countian on dentally shot in the left side and
the speakers list were Frank R. abdomen with a shotgun Sunday
Ellis, who is the chief of the Com- afternoon at 4, is recovering at
modity Programs Division, Tobac- the Hillview Hospital.
The accident occurred at the
Branch. Mr. Ellis spoke on
Two Calloway CounUtins spoke co
supports in relation to qauli- home of his mother in Graves
price
to dark fired tobacco growers at
for domestic and export mar- County near Wingo.
their annual meeting, Wednesday, ties
kets. Mr. Ellis is recognized as an
July 9th. The meeting was held at
authority in his field, having camp will provide an outstanding
the Murray City Park, with apbeen awarded a Superior Service speaking program, as well as the
Award by the Secretary of Agri- usual good time for the weekend.
culture, for his contributions to The outstanding speakers will inthe tobacco program.
clude Dr. Elwood Rowsey, Park
Other vipers were Josiah City, Kentucky, a world-renown
Fort, the president of the Dark traveler, lecturer and minister;
Leaf Dealers Association; Russel Professor Lawrence Bradford of
A. Hunt, University of Kentucky; the Agricultural Economics Deand Mr. Boone Hill, President of partment, University of Kentucthe Western Dark Fired Associa- ky; and Mary Ann Huflage, Flemtion. Holmes Ellis, General Mana- ing County, former International
ger of the Association will wel- Farm Youth Exchange student.
come the growers.
State Farm Bureau leaders and
Attendance prizes of $75 were staff personnel will assist with
given. Entertainment featured the the three-day camp.
Tonettes. Highlight of the day was
a free bar-b-cue luncheon for all
growers and their families. The
session started at 10:00 a. m. and
continued through the afternoon.
The program was sponsored by
the Murray and Mayfield Tobacco
Boards of Trade; The Dark Leaf plays a large part in
the
Dealers Association, The Bank of
Murray, The Peoples Bank and successful operation of
Dees Bank of Hazel.
your farm. Is it insured
Stephens & Weather

Two Calloway
men speak at
tobacco meeting

Chairman, Roy Bard of the
744441
Fulton County Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation
Under the agreement, no crop committee today announced that
PAYMENT DOES NOT
END ACREAGE
may be harvested from the Acre- work is under way in setting up
RESERVE RESPONSIBILITY
age Reserve in 1958. No crop may the Soil Bank Conservation ReWM NA PRYOR
Even though a Fulton County be planted on it except certain serve program for the 1959 crop Ilogkobrad hiessfi, ends CANNA Wheal
fanner receives his Acreage Re- crops for harvest in 1959 or later year.
A tentative program has been PLANT YOUR
serve payment in the near future, as approved by the State ASC
his responsibility under the Acre- Committee. Also, the Acreage Re- drawn up by the Department of LAMB CROP NOW
age Reserve agreement continues serve may not be grazed in 1958 Agriculture and submitted to
The main advantage that sheep
until the end of calendar 1958, except under certain emergency State ASC committees throughout have
over other types of livestock
Roy Bard of the County Agri- conditions upox4 written permis- the country for study and com- is
reproduction percentage. Every
cultural Stabilization and Conser- sion of the Secretary of Agricul- ments. After these recommendasheepman who doesn't take advation Committee pointed out this ture. A farmer who willfully and tions are reviewed, the program
knowingly violates any of these will be put in final form and vantage of practices for producing
week.
terms may be required to return contracts will be made available and growing a large crop of lambs
his payment and also is subject to to farmers for signup later in the is doing himself a disservice. We
a civil penalty of 5 percent of year. Contracts may not be signed have two major factors to watch
in doing this. They are: Condithe amount of the payment, Mr. at this time.
tion your ewes for conception of
Bard said.
1959 WHEAT
twins and be sure to use good
EXEMPTION PROGRAM
ASC STARTS MEASURING
quality purebred rams. Our natural breeding season begin the
TOBACCO, CORN AND
Roy Bard, Chairman of Fulton first cool nights in autumn and
SOIL BANK ACREAGE
ASC County Committee, stated the periods cse heat recur approxmet, THEM Tune, with ARAB
Eight Acreage reporters have that the county office had receiv- imately every 17 days unless the
u-DO-IT TERMITE CONTROL.
started visiting Fulton County ed instructions that 1959 Feed ewe conceives. The average gestaOnly 1120-00 is protect a-ream \ewe
farms to determine compliance Wheat Exemption Program would tion period is 147 days.
g years. Harualass te
trws, grass sad sindre. Get
with acreage allotments and Soil be same as 1958. The only reviFrodor seri Inatructioes at
Figures from many sources indiBank agreements and contracts, sion being the final date for filthat flushing ewes will inBUILDER'S SUPPLY,Inc. Roy Bard, Chairman of the Coun- ing for feed exemption is Septem- cate
crease lamb crops by 20%, if
Walnut St. Phone 96 Fulton, Ky. ty Agricultural Stabilization and ber 1, 1958.
be in proximately 1500 growers in atMr. Bard stated that this was done right. All ewes need to
Conservation Committe e, ancondition before tendance.
nounced today. Mr. Bard asked a program whereby each farmer a thin but thrifty
season. Two weeks befarmers to assist the reporter may file an application with the breeding
Stephen E. Wrather, Director.
rams
are turned with the
fore
the
local ASC office on a special
when he visits their farm.
Tobacco Division, Agricultural
on
placed
should
ewes
be
they
Marketing Service USDA was
"By accompanying the reporter Form MQ-32.
feed that will start them gaining
one of the principle speakers. Mr.
during his visit, and showing him
All types of Insurance
ACP SIGN-UP WILL RUN THRU the equivalent of 10 pounds per Wrather outlined his ideas on
the crops on the farm, the farm
month. If the flock had been on
JULY 31, 1958 IG.ft ALL
operator can help our reporters
dry native grass, then turn them
OBION COUNTY FARMERS
SAVE ! GET our
do a more thorough and satisfacon fresh green sudan, mixed clovtory job of measuring," the ChairThrough the 1958 Agricultural er pasture, or any nutritious palPACKAGE DEAL
man said.
Conservation Program, the Fed- ture you happen to have. The
"After inspection and the neces- eral Government will share with whole previous year of feeding
"Covering everything"
sary measurements are made, Obion County farmers in cost of should have been adequate, for
422 Lake St.
farmers will be asked to sign a carrying out approved soil and no flock will produce a strong
Those 40S certificate that they believe the water conservation practices in Iamb crop when they have exist1 Fulton, Ky.
measurements are accurate. Be- accordance with the provisions of ed on a deficient ration for a long
county handbook.
period.
Request for government costIncidentally, the run in the
share assistance for performing flock cannot be credited with the
below
practices
listed,
ACP
1958
large or small percentage of twins
are NOW being accepted at the that occur. It is the condition of
ASC office on south first street. the ewes that brings about proThe following practices are duction or non production of
available for the last half of 1958: double eggs and twins.
The economical success of your
1. Permanent Pasture and/or
lamb crop will be determined by
••
Hay.
2. Pasture and/or Hay in Crop your date span of breeding. If you
breed too early you have an exRotation.
3. liming for Legumes and pensive feeding period to contind
with . . . if you wait too late
Grasses.
much of the spring grass has al4. Contour Striperopping
ready passed. The goal should be
Fronk R. Ells
5. Tree Planting.
4
6. Improvement of an Establish- to adjust breeding dates so that
the
future
of dark fired tobacco,
four
about
lambs
three
will
to
be
ed Vegetative Cover.
7. Ponds for Livestock Water. weeks old when your palatable and furthered the theme of the
pasture gets strong and nutritious. meeting, which was to better
8. Woodland Improvements.
Maintain an area of palatable the quality of Dark Fired tobacco
9. Sod Waterways.
grasses before those lambs every from Western Kentucky. Mr.
10. Constructing Terraces
11. Constructing Diversion Ter- day of their lives, and you will Wrather has been associated with
make money from your lamb crop.
races, Ditches or Dikes.
This is another reason that sheep We have complete stocks
12. Winter Cover Crops.
This program is open to ALL production has the advantage over
farmers, however, an application other types of livestock. They utimust be filed prior to the time lize in their ration 90% roughage
the practice is started and on or end only 10,7, concentrates. You
for HOME and FARM
before JULY 31, 1958, to be eli- cannot beat this for profit.
The last 6 weeks of the gestagible. Information with respect to
Machines
the exact specifications and rates tion period is of the greatest imBENNETT
ELECTRIC
portance
since
one
third
or
more
of cast-sharing for each practice
may be obtained from the county of the growth of the unborn lamb PHONE 201
FULTON
committee or ASC office. Mr. C. takes place. This is a strain on the
C. Vaughn. Chairman of Obion ewe, so to off-set lambing paraCounty ASC Committee, urges all lysis or weak or dead lambs, supfarmers to come by local office plement the ewes ration with vs
and let us go over and discuss to 1 pound concentrate per day.
practices available in this county. You will surely be paid many
times as a result of this investGO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
ment.

TERMITES

Dewey Johnson

It looks as though the Illinois Central, and
other railroads, may at last get a real
chance to provide you and your families
with money-saving transportation.
For this, we have your common sense to
thank.
You have raised your voices and told the
folks in Washington that your homes, your
farms, your mines, your factories and your
businesses just can't prosper without railroads.
You have made it clear that you believe,
as we do, that only railroads can transport
everything you buy more economically, on
the average, than anything else that floats,
rolls or flies.
You have declared, with us, that it's time
for a change, time to get rid of regulations
that pamper other kinds of transportation,
time to give us a chance to help you save
every time you go to the store.
Two months ago we said we counted on
your common sense. You have proved we
were right. Again, thank you.

Farm Bureau young
people to camp
Farm Bureau young people
from counties throughout Kentucky will be gathering at the FFA
Leadership Training Center at
Hardinsburg on July 18-20 for .the
third annual Farm Bureau Young
People's Camp, according to Jess
Wilkins, Louisville, director of
Young People's Activities, Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation.
The camp will begin at 4:00 p. m.,
C. . T. on Friday evening. and
end right after lunch on Sunday.
Set up to provide leadership
training and fellowship for Farm
Bureau's young leaders, this year's

When
ever

against fire, explosion,
lightning, theft, upset
and overturn and many
more frequent hazards?
It can be with our lowcost Farm Machinery
Floater. Come on in and
talk it over.
CALL

11":r—iir 7'1:1211)

FOR THI BOST PICKLIS

SPEAS
APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED

VINEGARS
BEETS • CUCUMBERS • ONIONS
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FOR YOUR HOMOI

Decorator Styled...
New Colors...
New Combinations

0,441.14,.....4,&Iv',65,114t quati,ts.!
Maran-Senour brings you the finest advic•
of color specialists . Just the right comb'.
tuitions for styles as modern as nest year!

SUNDAY-

Just check all these features!

BUTLER

Dries to touch In lust 1 hour I
One-coat coverag•I

UTILITY AND
HOG SHELTERS

Models 18 and 24 ft. wide; any
length in 10 ft. 9 inch sections.

WAYN13 A. JOHNSTON
?resident

ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILROAD
Ay.k,e•Awlfel44.40444,
•

S

THURS.

SATI:

Dayton V-Belts

LOW COST for Livestock
Madan
"
PROTECTION Hay&Feed

DI

US 454 11

Your Machinery

Men and women of Mid-America:

We salute
your
mon sense!

son

Can be mounted on skids or
foundation. Heavy gauge galvanized steel for long life. Easy to
erect—parts pre-engineered,
pre-punched for fast assembly.
Easily expandable. Smaller 12
ft. wide model for hogs.Has one
end open, the other closed by
hinged door. Has ventilation
opening.

4
4

Guaranteed washable,
Glides on FAST sod SMOOTH with brush,
Spray or roller!

4
4
4
4

Chita enamel hard—with v•Ivety finish I
Feshlon-favored colors!
No effensiv• odor I
Non-yellowing I

AN

plu

Come in and

Death

get prices and
specifications

With Pete
TUES

A. C. Butts & Sons
Paschall Street. S. Fulton
East State Line

Fulton

KOLOR-ORITS
ENAMEL
Holds its high and handsome gloss In spit* of use
and stmts. Quick-drying
and so easy to apply.

MONARCH
HOUSE PAINT
Peal protection combined
with lasting beauty for the
outside of your home. So
easy-to-apply, tool

FLOOR AND TRIM
mann
Durable high-gloss flnIsh
for interiors and interiors.
R•m•rk•bly r•sIstent to
weather and heavy traffic.

ITILOS-TONS
SATIN SLOSS
GOlOr-k•y•d for w•lis,
woodwork, bathrooms and
kItth•ns. Withstands repeated washings.

RIVE
Corey All

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street

Phone 35

Fulton, Ky.
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Betty Inman, 10, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Moss Inman,
formerly of Hickman County and
now of Roxanne, Ill., drowned
Friday afternoon in a canal near
Rosanna.
According to information received here the child was with
her parents on a holiday outing
when the tragedy ocfurred. She
was believed to have stepped into
a deep hole in the canal which
empties into the Mississippi River.
The body has not been recovered although dragging operations
were begun soon after she disappeared.
Survivors in addition to her
parents, include a sister, Judy,
paternal grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. John Inman of Clinton and
maternal grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. John Ireland of St. Louis,
Mo.

US 404 14 miles south of Fulton
TERIRS-F'RI., JULY 16-11
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Arthur Godfrey to be at Kentucky
Stale Fair Horse Show in September
An ex-factory hand, short order
cook, taxi driver and cemetery lot
salesman—Arthur Godfrey, now
one of America's top entertainers
will appear with his horse,
"Goldie", at the Kentucky State
Fair Horse Show, September 8-13.
This will be Godfrey's long
awaited first professional personal
appearance in Kentucky.
"The Old Redhead" and the
beautiful "Goldie" will give dressage exhibitions at six evening
shows and one matinee.
Godfrey and "Goldie" scored
a tremendous success at the Horse

Show in connection with the International Livestock Exhibition
in Chicago last year where Godfrey purchased the grand champion steer for $30.00 a pound.
"We are delighted that Godfrey
will be with us this year," said
Carl Garner, Horse Show Manager,"We didn't feel that we could
improve much on an already great
show, so we got one of the biggest
'names' we could think of to add
to its attractiveness."
This year's Kentucky State Fair
will begin September 4 and run
through September 13.

Zc.,•••,Z
SATURDAY, JULY 12

CA fs1YC)tN1
RIVER

GEORGE MONTGOMERY
Sind

NENDERSON mile CRAVES

ALLIED ARTISTS PICTURE
plus second feature
Tri• Most
Exciting
Racing Story
aver MamaI
AN

1441.DE
WALLACE

Mrs. Jesse Allen passed away
suddenly Tuesday morning after
a few weeks illness. The funeral
was Friday afternoon with burial
at Pleasant Valley Cemetery. We
exterd sincere sympathy to the
family.
Miss Judy Wolberton spent the
4th of July holiday weekend with
her cousin. Miss Mary Beth Glasier, in Hickman.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal McQueen
spent that holidays with their
daughter, Mrs. Billy Slayden, and
family of the "Y" and Mrs. Richard Adams and family of Cayce.
Mrs. E. L. Cooke is a patient
in the Baptist Hospital in Memphis. The room number is 621,
New Annex. Our best wishes for
a speedy recovery, Pansy.
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Lucia and
Judy visited his brother, Mr. E.
M. Lucia, at Viola, Ky. Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wolberton and children, Celia, Susan,
and Buddy, and Mrs. Daisy Bard
spent Sunday afternoon with Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Glasier in Hickman

F. Johnson buys
local liquor store
The Shamrock Liquor Store,
located on Lake Street, extended
was sold to Freelan S. Johnson of
Fulton this week, and the new
owner took possession on July 1st.
Johnson bought the business
from J. R. "Happy" Hogan, who
also operates "Happy's" Liquor

ARTHUR
FRANZ • MARY ASTOR
ham're Dwell
MEL %WEE
WIN 111 Ma IMMO,mid Catlel. WOE

SUNDAY-MONDAY, JULY 13-14
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Carnell Pearson
fined, sentenced

Store on Church street. Hogan
will continue to operate the
Church Street store, he told The
News this week.
Johnson, who hat operated a
tax and bookkeeping service in
Fulton for a number of years, announced that this business will be
continued. His office is located In
the Fulton Theatre building, along
with the Wick Smith Insurance
Agency.

Seven students from Fulton
County are among 3,204 students
enrolled on the Lexington campus
of the University of Kentucky for
the summer term.
Students from Fulton County
are: Ralph Bugg, Robert Carney,
Jewell Castle, Myrtle Davis, Beverly Hill, Ray Kemp, and Layton Williams.

Carnell Pearson, colored, was
fined $102.50 and was given a suspended 90-day jail sentence, in
Fulton City Court Monday morning, on a charge of selling alcoholic beverages without a license
in Missionary Bottom.
Pearson was arrested Sunday
afternoon at 4:30 by Fulton city
police. This was a second offense.

Minor damages results
from auto collision
Two cars were involved in a
minor collision at Martin at 12:30
last Wednesday. Only minor
damage was done to cars driven
by Terrell Moore of Martin and
Patsy Fay Cardwell of Fulton,
Route 4.
Officer Cecil Levister stated
that both cars were turning into
Neal Street from Oxford. Miss
Cardwell was going east and Mr.
Moore west. The left front fender
of the Moore car hit the right
door of the Cardwell car. The
door was dented some and the
fender buckled.

Clarence Moline of Detroit, who
will be maintenance man at the
new Ferry-Morse Seed Company
plant in Fulton, has arrived here
and will remain during construction operations, The News learned Tuesday.
OLDEST BUILDING
Meanwhile, work on grading the
Giddings Hall is the oldest
Site is rapidly being completed,
campus of Georgeand will be finished soon. Blue- building on the
College. It was erected in
prints for the new building are town
1839 as a monument to Dr. Rocknot yet finished.
wood Giddings, a former president of the college. The hall was
TO ELECT COMMITTEES
For the election of the Com- designed by Dr. Giddings and
munity Committeemen of Obion erected entirely by student and
County, the County Committee faculty labor.
determines the districts as represented in 1957 will remain the
Accurato
same for the 1958 election, it was
announced today.
WORKMANSHIP
NAMED FOR WHITE
Whitesburg, teat ot Letcher
County, was named for C. White,
a member of the Kentucky Legislature when the county was formed. Before the coming of the railroad in 1912, Whitesburg with a
population of 300, was the only
town in Letcher County.

Brown is Southern
States manager
Gene Brown has been promoted manager of the Southern
States Coop at Fulton, subject to
the approval of the board of directors.
He succeeds Vernie Ashby, who
is now with the Owensboro CoOp serving as field representative.
Mr. Brown as been employed
here as assistant manager.

At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Thins
Plums of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Coat

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

I FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS
Long Term — Low Interest
No appraisal fee
You pay only for the time that you use
' the money.

Obion Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan Assin
A. C. Fields, Sec-Treas
Tel 453, Union City, Tennessee

To sell more tonics and shamKirby Hood of Fulton, charged
with stealing an automobile, was poos, advertise them in The
bound over to the action of the News.
Grand Jury during the September
term of Circuit Court, at a preliminary hearing before County
Judge John Bondurant here last
Wednesday morning.
His bond was set at $300.
Hood was arrested here the
week before.
The stolen automobile belonged to Norris Moss of Fulton.
Hood, who made bond, was arrested by the South Fulton police
Friday night and charged with
DWI and assault. He was bound
over to the action of the September Grand Jury.

'1,000,000"

RUPTURE
The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors

$455

6
YEARS
OLD

Mitsift CO KAM NM Bottled
le MI, 4 pur, 100 proof whiskey

90 PROOF

HEAVEN

City Drug Co., Fulton
Union City, Tenn.—Invitations
have been sent to nearly 50 community clubs, civic groups and
agricultural organizations in
Obion County to sponsor entries
in the beauty contest to select
Miss Obion County Fair in August.
The county fair will be the first
held in Union City. in six years.
The beauty revue will be held
the night of Aug. 28 and will be
sponsored by the Ladies Auxiliary of the local Veterans of
Foreign Wars.
According to the rules, no
young woman may enter if she
has ever won a beauty contest
or has ever been named a
"queen' of a major senior event.
Girls 16 through 20 are eligible.
Besides the queen, judges will
select two alternates. The winner will be awarded an all-expense-paid trip to Nashville in
January to compete in the Fairest
of the Fairs competition.
Mrs. Wallace Latta, a member
of the VFW Auxiliary, said any
organization may sponsor an entry but none will be accepted
after Aug. 26.

DAIRY SHOW, Auu.
Agriculture Commissioner Ben
Butler today disclosed the sites
and dates of the eight districi
dairy shows and announced that
the Kentucky Department of Agriculture is again providing $11,000
for cash premiums and awards.
The show at Mayfield will be
held on Aug. 18.

Ferry-Morse man
arrives in Fulton

Hilt.

DISTILLERIES INC
wEr.TLICKY
•

SEMI-ANNUAL

SHOE
NOW IN
PROGRESS
SHOP TODAY: SAVE!

Why let the cockleburs
and morning glories get
IN YOUR CORN?
Forty to fifty cents an acre will keep
them out. Get our

_ SPRAYERS
SPRAY MATERIAL
INSECTICIDES
AN Awn)ARTISTS RCM
plus second feature

Death In Small Doses

$2.90 to $6.90

TUKS - WED - THURS.
JULY 15-16-17

SHOE STORE

JUVENILE JUNGLE
('orey Allen

YOUNG AND WILD
Carolyn Kearney

We have some nice

LATE IRISH POTATO SEED
Phone 202
East State Line

$1.90 to $4.90

FRY'S

for profitable control of pests in your
valuable crops. .. NOW !

With Peter Graves, Mala Powers

With •
Rebecca Welles
plus

$4.90 to $8.90

$1.90 to $2.90

FULTON, KY
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CLASSIFIED ADS

WONDERFUL
BARGAINS

ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.
HOME furnishings: reworked living room suites $65.00 to $99.95:
breakfast table and chairs
$14.95 to $37.50; round tables
$15.00 each at Wade's Used Furniture Store; Trade with Wade
and Save. 112 Main Street,
phone 478.

in our big sale beginning
Saturday. Shop and SAVE
on Spring and summer
mep's wear!
Come in and register for a
FREE $22 piece of Luggage
No obligation to buy !

CARD OF THANKS
The family of Mrs. John Asbell
wishes to express their appreciation for kindness and sympathy
shown them during their recent
bereavement.

Fulton

BARGAINS: good kitchen cabinet
$12.50; iron bedstead $7.50;'bed
springs $7.50 at Wade's Used
DOZER or drag-line work. Free
Furniture Store. Trade with
estimates on jobs or hour work.
Wade and Save. 112 Main
Bill Wright, phone 2240, HickStreet, phone 478.
man, Kentucky.

$29.95

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
Across From
Coca-Cola Plant
Mack Ryan

Charles Stafford
FOR THE BEST Dearvn -Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker
SPRINGTIME IS
See James 0. Butts at The PIANO tuning, $7.50 We also do
Harvey
Caldwell
Co.,
Lawn Mower Time
expert rebuilding, reconditionDRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
ing, etc. Timm's Furniture
-- -Phone 674. We trade for your
Company, Union City, Tenn.
Expert engine tune-up and old equipment
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
mower sharpening.
NOW is the time to get your
and automatic models, $139.95
Typewriter and Adding Macand up. Sales and service.
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
Peeples, Service Manager of
Free pickup/and delivery The
Harvey Caldwell Comin city.
pany, DRIVE-IN Office OutORNAMENTAL IRON
---fitters, Phone 674.
Yard Markers and Name Plate.
CASHION'S
CHEVROLET owners use genuine Porch Railing, Wrought Iron or
Casting.
Chevrolet parts for best perforSpecialized Service
mance service satisfaction. Porch Columns, Wrought Iron or
Casting.
Phones 559 and 459
Available in Fulton only at
Taylor Chevrolet Company, Step Railing, Wrought Iron or
111 East State Line
"Your Authorized Chevrolet
Casting.
Across From Browder Mill office
Dealer in Fulton". Lake Street, Lawn Furniture.
phone 38.
FREE ESTIMATES
HOT PRICES ON

For Thc

Asphalt rool roofing
(108 Sq. Ft. to roll)

BEST
and

- CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

$1.85 roll
45-1b.
2.30 roll
55-1b.
65-lb.
2.65 roll
90-1b. with slate _ $3.15 roll
SOUTHERN STATES
Fulton Co-Operative
201 Central Ave. Phone 399

WASH 'N WEAR
Summer Suits

THE MOST startling paint deIelopment in the last 30 years:
Burk-Hall's PMR (peel and
Variety of Patterns I
mold resistant house paint) eliVariety of Fabrics I
minates the need for frequent
repainting because it reduces
cracking, blistering and peeling. A revolutionary ingredient
Wash 'N Wear Slacks
Insures all this plus a clean,
$8.95 to $9.95
bright, lasting paint surface.
Guaranteed three years after
date of application. Fulton Paint
RICE'S MEN'S WEAR
and Glass Company, Church 216
Phone 235
Main
Street; phone 909.

FREE PARKING!

Grisham-Butterworth
Men's Wear
Main Street

FOR SALE: One used reconditioned Story & Clark spinet piano.
Timm's Music Dept. Phone TU
5-2021, Union City, Tenn.

B. J. PRITCHARD,
400 East Main Street
Call 1672
Fulton, Ky.
THE BEST deals are "TaylorMade." See Ellis Heathcott or
Dan Taylor at Taylor Chevrolet.
Phone 38.

FARM LOANS
Long Terms--Easy Payments

WE

RENT - - - -

WELLS DRILLED for industry MOTORCYCLES: new and used. FARM FOR SALE: Ben P. Benand homes Modern equipment,
Barney Corner, 405 Ferry
nett home place on US 45 just
experienced workmen. Write
Street, Ketropolis, Illinois.
south of Water Valley. Includes
or call Watson Co., Phone 261,
2-story brick house with 10
TV ANTENNAS: We install-Fulton, Ky
rooms, barn, out buildings, on
trade-repair and move. Get
approximately 30 acres. See or
FOR REN'I': Floor sandieng maour prices. We service all makes
call Paul Bennett, executor,
chine and electric floor polishTV. Phone 307. Roper Television
phone 201, Fulton.
er and electric vacuum cleaners Exchange Furniture Co. WADE'S specials: extra-nice FriPhone 35, Church Street.
gidaire refrigerator $85.00; good
electric .ranges $39.95 to $50.00
at Wade's Used Furniture Store; (Garland Merryman, Cecil wade)
Trade with Wade and Save.
112 Main Street, phone 478.
215 Main
Phone 126

M & W Appliances

AIR CONDITIONER
SPECIALS!
1958 MODEL
GIBSONS
1-ton, 9,400 BTU
$179.95
2-Ton, 17,400 BTU
$259.95

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Roll-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
BURNETTE
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO. TRACTOR COMPANY
Phone 103
Fulton, Ky. 4th St.
Phone 169

Fulton, Ky.
REPAIR SERVICE
RADIO AND TV
Any make-any model

WOOD & PRUITT TV
300 Walnut St.

Phone 211

Authorized RCA-Victor
Sales and Service

Motorola-Capitol--RCA
HiFi, tape recorders
record players
Complete selection
of RECORDS
Pops--classical-gospel
Join our Record Club
Buy 10-get one free
We sell ALL brands TV,
radios, Hi-Fl and recorders

PLUMBING SPECIAL

FOR ONE-STOP SERVICE
We have expanded our shop personnel for better
and quicker service for our customers.

3-PIECE BATH -"A" GRADE
Less Fittings

We are specializing in ...
MOTOR TUNE-UPS
GENERAL REPAIRS
WASH - POLISH
FENDER and BODY REPAIRS

30 GAL GLASS-TINE -10 YEAR
GAS WATER HEATER

$11.50

66" DOUBLE COMPARTMENT
DOUBLE DRAIN with faucet and
2 Basket Strainer

We are also a dealer for the Mansfield Tires.
Before you buy tires see us. we will trade, buy
or sell.
We have opened our body shop for that one-stop
service. Formerly the
OVERBY BROTHERS BODY SHOP
Is now employed by the TAYLOR CHEVROLET,
INCORPORATED. Come in for estimates and let
them make your car look new again.

TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.
East Fourth
Street

SOLIS

Fulton, Ky.

54" SINGLE COMPARTMENT
DOUBLE DRAIN BOARD
With Faucet and Strainer

$76.40

42" SINGLE COMPARTMENT
SINGLE DRAIN
With Faucet and Strainer

$59.95

500 GAL SEPTIC TANKS

Furniture Company
Fulton

Church Street

555 FULTON, KY.

2hone 1555

GILLUM

FREE
BONUS
32 PIECE DISH
SET FREE
WITH PURCHASE
OF ANY DINETTE
THIS WEEK ONLY

-InsuranceList your
Farm and town Property
with the
FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.

TRANSFER CO.

See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL.
203 Main St.

Phone 5

5 PIECE
3 PLATED
CHROME SET

Union City

•
(Complete stock)
lood selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
dail orders-griecial orders

Let me show you
A beautiful line of

MEMORIALS

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30t/o in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.
CALL 62 - 160

$49.50
FLOWERS
For Every Occasion

Phone 20-3

Fulton

Phone 124

'We have several hundred
factory rebuilt typewriters, All
Makes, All Models, including
Portables. They look and type
like new, priced from $27.50.
Send for free catalog.
If you have an old typewriter that needs repair we can
handle it for you. We will send
you a special shipping box and
retails.
Apply-TYPEWRffERS
5139 North Clark Street
Chicago. 40, Ill.

BEST FOR THE JOB I
Preferred by millions from
Canada to the Gulf. These triple
stitched, 10 oz. Sanforized
overalls, in blue denim and
selected stripe denims, are built
for comfort and hard wear.

Ernest Morse doing business
at 316 E. Jackson Street, Hickman, Kentucky, hereby de-

NOFFEL'S

clares his Intention to apply for

DEPT. STORE
Lake St.
Fulton

7 PIECE DINETTE - - $99.50 - - 72" TABLE, 6 CHAIRS
12 x 12 Linoleum Rugs I $40.00 Trade - In Allowance
On Speed Queen
$10.88
Washer
12 x 15 Linoleum Rugs
_
$12.88

$90.00 Trade-In on Automatic

SEE WADE HE'LL TRADE

WADE

FURNITURE
COMPANY

"Trade with Wade and Save"

Mow as retail beer dealer

LAKE STREET

soder the State law.

tee
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Farm and industrial workmen
like the double woven pockets
and the double lined suspenders
that eliminate "old fashioned"
overall "roping".
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Scott's Floral Shoppe

TOM HALES
Fulton, Ky.
(Representing the Greenfield
Monument Works)

$5.00 DOWN
DELIVERS
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Wick Smith Agency
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129 MAYFIELD, KY.

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
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